Automated systems are widely found in engineering applications. Industrial, transportation, energy, and service sectors are filled with such applications. Control is crucial in proper function of an automated system. The present special issue of the Journal of Control and Intelligent Systems is devoted to this subject. The concept of this special issue was conceived at the 8th IEEE International Conference on Control and Automation (ICCA 2010), which was held in Xiamen, China, on 9-11 June 2010. In view of the excellence of the papers presented at that conference, the guest editors identified a set of papers in Control and Automation. The authors of these papers were invited to prepare comprehensive and original papers on those topics for peer review and subsequent selection for the present Special Issue of Control and Intelligent Systems. On the basis of the peer review, eight papers were subsequently selected and further revised for inclusion in this Special Issue. The guest editors wish to thank the authors for their dedication and excellence in preparing these papers, and the reviewers for their valuable reviews.
In the second paper "Vision-Based Grasping using Mobile Robots and Nonlinear Model Predictive Control," Wang, Lang, and de Silva present an autonomous grasping system which uses visual servoing and mobile robots. The paper develops an adaptive nonlinear model predictive controller (NMPC) to meet several key challenges using just one controller. Different from other work in this field, the present paper proposes an adaptive mechanism to update the model on line so that it can track the nonlinear time-varying plant in a real time manner, thereby improving the performance.
In the third paper "Modelling and Analysis of the Falling Process Based on a Five-Link Gait Model," Xu and Sun develop a dynamic model to mimic and simulate human falling process when tripping over an obstacle. The work consists of three parts. First a 5-link gait model is established and the joint trajectories of knee and hip are generated. Next several constraints including the physical, physiological, and environmental constraints are taken into consideration. Hence the fall process can be modelled in a realistic manner. Next a number of important factors that characterize the fall process, such as reaction time, inclining angle, stable range, initial speed, are investigated. The whole falling process is formulated according to biological characteristics and stability analysis, which offers an effective way to identify and distinguish falling from normal activities, so that the falling can be predicted and a prevention device can be activated in advance.
In the fourth paper "Design and Construction Methodology of an Indoor UAV System with Embedded Vision," Wang, Phang, Ong, Chen, and Lee describe the design and construction of an indoor co-axial rotorcraft system with onboard vision processing capability. The main contributions of this paper include: (1) Proposing a systematic method to design and construct miniature-size indoor UAVs; (2) Conventional vision-based navigation is commonly done on the ground control station and relies heavily on communication between the UAV and the ground control station. However, this paper adopts another approach which is to do the vision processing completely onboard. This approach avoids communication defects or delays, so that the overall system is more robust in nonideal or even hazardous environments. (3) An efficient track following algorithm that can be handled by embedded computer in real time is proposed and tested. (4) The proposed UAV system is physically implemented. Real flight tests instead of simulations have been done to verify the performance.
In the fifth paper "Cyclic Formation Control for Satellite Formation using Local Relative Measurements," Wu, Wang, and Poh describe a cyclic formation control design for satellite formation using circulant matrix. Each satellite controls itself by using only the local relative states from itself to its two neighbouring satellites. The local relative states can be obtained by local line-of-sight measurements. The formation control problem with multiple satellites is thus reduced into stabilization problem of a single satellite with the same relative dynamics, individualized by a specific scalar. The scalar takes the values of nonzero eigenvalues of a circulant matrix which represents the topology of relative measurements among satellites.
The sixth and final paper study swarming systems. In the paper "Asymptotic Swarm Stability of High Order Swarm Systems: Condition and Application," Cai, Xi, and Zhong present necessary and sufficient conditions for asymptotic swarm stability of two types of high-order dynamical multi-agent system models: general LTI systems and certain nonlinear dynamical multi-agent systems namely compartmental systems. A new concept named relative Lyapunov function was introduced for analyzing the swarm stability problem. As an engineering application illustrating the theoretical results, a decentralized formation controller is depicted.
In the final paper "Multi Agent Swarm Based Localization of Hazardous Events," Varga, Piskovic, Bogdan, and Li present behavioural based algorithm for outdoor environment exploration. This work is inspired by ant colony and honey bees behaviour models. Our goal is to control agent's motion using simple rules and not to rely on wireless communication. Agents perform random walk combined with simple heuristic pheromone based rules which prevent frequent visits of previously visited locations. To determine heuristic parameters which maximize area coverage, we optimize parameters by simulating swarm behaviour in Matlab. Furthermore, we take into the account agent limitations, such as battery lifetime, and we model a probability success of a mission with respect to that parameter. 
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